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$600,000 | 3 BEDS | 4 BATHROOMS | 2 GARAGE SPACES | 2231 SQUARE FEET

View Online: http://6807webstera.homeis4sale.com
For Instant Photos: Text 794857 To 415-877-1411 

Fall in love with this huge 3 bed, 4 bath townhouse in Littleton! This is the biggest
floor plan in the entire community and this home was built by the better builder of
the two that built here. There's a two-car garage, beautiful blossoming tree, and
spacious front porch that greet you as you approach. Walking in, you're greeted by
a large, sunlit living room that blends seamlessly with the kitchen and dining area
which has mountain views. a door outside leads to a large deck which is great for
soaking in that view and extending your living and entertaining space. Upstairs,
there's a large loft and two very well equipped rooms. The primary enjoys even
better mountain views and a large primary bathroom. The secondary bedroom
doesn't skimp with it's own en suite bathroom. Downstairs is the real bonus. A
walkout basement equipped with a kitchenette expands the possibilities within this
home to a great degree. Use it as a guest suite, rec room, or a dedicated work-at-
home office. However you use this home, you'll love the stone's throw proximity to
shopping and dining as well as easy highway access. It's centrally located in a way
that many love. Not too close in to be annoying, not too far out to feel remote. It's
a great mix with many amenities close by including the redeveloped Southwest
Plaza, Marston Lake, Robert F Clement Park and MORE! Worth mentioning are the
brand new windows throughout and the smart thermostat ($ Saving money on
utilities), as well as the k...

Mountain Views
Front Porch
Large Loft
Basement w/Kitchenette

AGENT INFORMATION

Brandon Griffin
M: (303) 588-1656
brandon@homewithimpact.com
brandongriffin.yourcastle.com
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